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Tongue twisters abound in this classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book!  "Bed Spreaders spread spreads

on beds. Bread Spreaders spread butter on breads.  And that Bed Spreader better watch out how

he's spreading . . . or that Bread Spreader's sure going to butter his bedding." This riotous collection

weaves together a wonderment of words designed to twist the lips. Wordsmiths and beginning

readers will love Oh Say Can You Say? and treasure tackling these tangled tongue teasers.

Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with

simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
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"Oh Say Can You Say?" is a collection of tongue twisters from the fertile pen of the great Dr. Seuss.

Each twister is accompanied by Seuss's characteristically whimsical illustrations. The collection is

introduced by a frazzled-looking parrot named Hooey."Oh Say" contains Seussian imaginary

creatures (the Schnak, the Grox, etc.) and silly characters ("a musical urchin named Gretchen von

Schwinn," the acrobatic Fuddnuddler brothers, etc.). Along the way are such tongue-torturing

phrases as "Skipper Zipp's Clipper Ship Chip Chop Shop." The colorful illustrations, as one might

expect from Seuss, are bursting with surreal energy. Overall, a lot of fun, especially if you love

rhyme and alliteration.



The first time my husband read this book to our daughter, we both split a gut! Then I tried, of course

I was a little better :). Oh my goodness....the giggles from a 2 year old are fabulous. Now that she's

three - it's even better. And when her conservative Pop-pop reads this book to her the laughs from

the WHOLE family can wake up the neighbors! Lots of fun....GREAT book.

I remember this book from when I was a child and since my husband loves reading Dr. Seuss's

tounge twister books (a la Fox in Sox) to my 13 month old daughter and this is one of the toughest

of them, I decided to buy it for them. My husband is so proud of himself when he can get through

the whole book without flubbing, and my daughter seems to really enjoy to rhyming and silliness of

it. A very fun book for child and adult!

My kids usually love Dr. Seuss books but this one they get bored of after a couple pages. I was

disappointed they didn't like it as much as others. They are young, under 5, so maybe they will

enjoy more in a few years.

This book is an endless source of amusement. My son enjoys listening to this book, especially the

part "and speaking of christmas. Here are some great gifts to give to your daddy". I have changed

the name from Jim to Tim (that's his dad's name), my son just shreaks with laughter at this part of

the book. Me, I just love it. I never read this book the same way twice. It is a good way to build

vocabulary (adults and children).

its a rhymeing book good for all ages and fun to read. It will leave you with a smile on your face

wondering how he did it again. Dr. Seuss is a great author and shows you why once again in this

book....

This was a fun book to read with my first grader Grand daughter! She is an excellent reader but the

tongue twisters gave her a good challenge! I had her read the sentences over and over more rapidly

and we had a lot of fun!

I just ordered this book for a 3 year old's birthday. Not as popular as Fox in Socks, but every bit as

fun and twisty. At one point, I had the book completely memorized and some of the little ditties

became household standard jokes ("Is this fresh fish from Finney's diner?" "Of course! There's none

fresher or finer!") One time, my high-strung son was throwing a tantrum outside a restaurant and I



started softly saying some of the tongue twisters in the book and he chilled right out.Another book I

fully recommend if you enjoy reading to your kids.
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